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LVMH Luxury Ventures  has  backed Madhappy s ince 2019. Image credit: Madhappy

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

Los Angeles-based label Madhappy's emphasis on community and authenticity has endeared the streetwear and
lifestyle brand to discerning Gen Z shoppers.

During a keynote session at the Vogue Business and Klarna Gen Z Forum on Jan. 27, Madhappy cofounder Peiman
Raf discussed how the brand how has differentiated itself with a focus on optimism and mental health. The brand's
success has captured the attention of both shoppers and investors.

"In 2017, mental health was not in the news like it is  today," Mr. Raf said. "But I think the younger generation had
always been on the pulse, wanting to talk about it being more open and seeing it as part of daily life."

Community building
Although Madhappy began as a fashion label when it introduced its first hoodies, crewnecks and sweatpants in 2017,
it has considered itself to be more of a lifestyle brand.

According to Mr. Raf, Madhappy looks to brands such as Nike and Patagonia as inspiration with the hopes of doing
the same for mental health as they did for physical health and sustainability, respectively.

Madhappy es tablished a dedicated following with biweekly limited drops  and pop-up shops . Image credit: Madhappy
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"We thought around this concept of mad happy' we could create a brand more focused on optimism, more focused
on positivity, and that could really have an impact," Mr. Raf said. "And I think from very early on, I saw no one, no
brands really talking about mental health.

"And so that became our thing pretty early on and we didn't even really know what that meant at the beginning," he
said. "But I think that's really evolved in many ways but it still does come back to that core ethos around the name,
Madhappy, and around the feeling of optimism that we felt like was lacking in a lot of brands."

Since its early days, Madhappy has emphasized physical retail through pop-ups even as a digitally native brand.

These pop-ups served as an opportunity for community building through panels, block parties and other events. Mr.
Raf also cited the differences in interactions through physical retail compared to online channels.

"The apparel, the retail and the event-types of activities were very, very ingrained in what we're doing since day one
and so we continue to push that forward," Mr. Raf said. "That's a huge, huge part of what we're doing and we're
happy, hopefully as we come out of COVID, to continue doing more physical activations."

The brand has further emphasized accessibility with the launch of its Local Optimist mental health resources hub
and The Madhappy Podcast, hosted by Mr. Raf and cofounder Mason Spector. Other initiatives include the Local
Optimist hotline, a non-crisis text support line.

"I think we've tried to be very authentic to who our brand is, and not try to be any other brands," Mr. Raf said. "And I
think the younger generation especially can tell if you're trying to be something you're not, or if you're being fake
and those sorts of things.

"Of course, sometimes it's  hard to reconcile everything we're talking about on the mental health side, and how
exactly we release product and some of the stuff does sell out and isn't accessible for everyone," he said. "It's
always that balance of us trying to put the brand in the best position to be successful, to make the biggest impact that
it can while understanding that the consumer is going to evolve and grow."

Looking back and looking ahead
In the near future, Madhappy is hoping to expand into new regions outside of the U.S.

This growth is possible in part because of the support of French luxury conglomerate LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis
Vuitton, which invested in Madhappy in 2019 through LVMH Luxury Ventures. LVMH was attracted to Madhappy for
many of the same reasons as shoppers, including its focus on mental health conversations and offerings for both
female and male consumers (see story).

"We will be open to feedback, see how that market is a little bit different than ours and hopefully make those
adjustments and keep building the brand," Mr. Raf said.
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